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PBIS and YOU
By:  PBIS Team

Here is a sample Warrior ticket students get by email.

Things to know:
PBSIS Door Decorating Contest!
Teachers decorated their doors with a holiday movie theme during the week of Dec. 13th, with a $5 entry fee for a chance to win prizes!

Proceeds are being used to fund future PBSIS initiatives! CLICK HERE FOR PHOTOS!

Room 506 First. Shani Heiblim IMPORTANT!!!

Room 511 Second. Amy Miele

Room 115 Third Anne Youngman

Room 409, Honorable mention, Ciara Krause
Coming in April, May, and June

Here is the link for the SGS Leaderboard. This allows students to see how many tickets they have earned. SGS Warrior Ticket Leaderboard

Click HERE to see our SGS School Store-the Warrior Station and learn how to redeem your Warrior tickets.
Check out the new items in the Warrior Station this year.

PBIS and YOU
By:  PBIS Team

STAR STUDENTS

October                    November

Payton White
Praise Ihezue

Heer Patel
Aivah Cruz

Jennedy Figueroa
Heidy Vera

Sergio Altamirano Paz
Azlyn Freeman
Parker Stratton

Basir Brown
Zenayda (Zay) Albert

Nahum Ramirez

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQUF7czu12wLRbhjdiiVp-sEx8UxxVBseYriNeqGcmChczkjAvCXFMJPQLGC1h9V2OIovhUrO3JvL5n/pub?start=true&loop=false&delayms=5000&slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HCoDnQQCqTGOn-KG71pctnyNz0adDu1XyB3TI-UM_SM/edit?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/franklinboe.org/fms-sgspbsis/warrior-ticket-leaderboard
https://sites.google.com/franklinboe.org/warrior-station/home
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Clash of the Classes

Congrats to 6th grade for winning the Marking Period 2
challenge!! These students were awarded with a period to play
video games in celebration of their achievements.

There are so many fun challenges, but where are all of you?
Where is your school spirit and goofiness?  Don’t forget to check
the weekly updates so you know your team’s standings-SGS-Clash of the Classes

We have to wait to find out the WINNER of Marking Period 3!!!
Who will it be???

Good Luck!!!

Establishing good habits
By: Shouryal Patel

Working can be a hassle, from balancing
multitasking projects to doing
homework on a daily basis. It can also
sometimes be boring, tiring and

outright feel like a waste of time, often leaving you with no drive to
finish your work. But there is a solution!  Making good and healthy
habits can help and might relieve a lot of built up stress. The key is
setting up habits that calm you and reset your brain. For example some
might prefer setting a time to take a power nap while others might
prefer to go on a walk or listen to music. Studies show that exercising is

a good way to relieve stress. According to Julia Aspen
at The Philly Voice ¨When you work out, your body
releases endorphins, the brain’s feel-good chemical.
Getting the blood flowing not only reduces stress
hormones and increases endorphins; it also boosts
self-esteem, improves sleeping patterns, and wards
off feelings of anxiety and depression.¨ This can help

you to relieve stress and feel good. It can even help you to keep focusing
on working and finishing that project that you have been putting off for
days!

Pop-Culture (K-pop)
By: Srirekha srinath Vadapalli

K-pop has grown to become one of the
most popular cultures of modern day,
causing many bands like BTS and
BLACKPINK to become known and
cherished by people. One popular song
from BTS is ‘Spring Day’.

Spring Day is based on two friends who have been apart from
each other for a long time. This tune represents the pain from being
away from a friend and compares how being away from a friend for a
long time to the cold and cruelness of winter.  Spring Day also talks
about how people change but don’t always know if it is them that have
changed or the others around them that have changed. In this part of
the song it mainly talks about how change cannot be avoided no matter
what.

In the second chorus of Spring Day it addresses how after
darkness comes the light and that the light will eventually seep
through. This part of the song makes the listeners more hopeful that to
every problem there is a solution. This part of the melody doesn’t ensure
that happiness will last forever, but it also shows that darkness won’t
last forever either. Moreover, this gives an example of how friends can
also go through this phase of darkness and light.

In the last chorus of this melody it ends with how the winter
snow thaws and beautifully blooms into spring. This shows that the
friend's hardships have gone away and they can meet again.

Pop-Culture/Inspiration
By: Nikita Sharma

WELCOME TO THE NEW YEAR!

How’s 2022 going for you so far? Do you need some inspiration or some motivation to get you going? Do you need

a little reminder of how great the world can be?  Well even if you don’t I’m going to give you some so…:) Here are
some quotes to get you motivated to do good things and  better things!

The late Betty White once said, “It's your outlook on life that counts. If you take yourself lightly and
don't take yourself too seriously, pretty soon you can find the humor in our everyday lives. And
sometimes it can be a lifesaver.”

She was an amazing woman and gifted actress, who sadly passed on New Years Eve at 99 years old.
She would have been 100 in mid-January.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lPwIz5gumd-1m9kw7URb19gznbvUYn527qgRcHwz-co/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lPwIz5gumd-1m9kw7URb19gznbvUYn527qgRcHwz-co/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lPwIz5gumd-1m9kw7URb19gznbvUYn527qgRcHwz-co/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.webmd.com/depression/guide/exercise-depression#1
https://www.webmd.com/depression/guide/exercise-depression#1
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Another celebrity, the great Micheal Jackson, the legendary rock star, said, “Just doing as well as
you did last time is not good enough.”

TECH TIME!

By Elangkathir Elamaran

Hello warriors! This is Elangkathir Elamaran, checking in for this edition of Tech Time! Today, we will be taking a
look at two of the largest console developers acquiring two very large game companies.

MICROSOFT BUYS ACTIVISION BLIZZARD, VIDEO GAME GIANT, FOR $68.7

BILLION.

On January 18, 2022, Microsoft announced an agreement to purchase video game developer Activision
Blizzard, in an all-cash deal for $68.7 billion. This is Microsoft’s biggest purchase yet. The purchase is set to
make Microsoft the third largest video game developer in the world. It will also give Microsoft control of
very prestigious video game franchises, such as Call of Duty and World of Warcraft. Microsoft has stated that they are seeking to invest and
innovate to create the best content, community, and cloud for gamers. This purchase can also expand Microsoft’s extent to mobile gaming, as
Activision owns the Candy Crush games.

My reflection on this very revolutionary turning point in the gaming world is that I hope Microsoft will be able to solve many of Activision’s flaws.
In the past, Activision has been flooded in scandals because of a toxic work environment, especially towards women. Last summer, many
accusations have surfaced, criticizing Activision for discriminating against its female employees. Female employees in Activision have also
experienced harassment and pregnancy discrimination/retaliation. After these accusations and a complaint from the US Equal Employment
Opportunity, Activision hurriedly settled the situation with $18 million.

This is a very risky purchase due to the great cost and the past accusations, but if Microsoft knows how to point the newly acquired company in the
right direction, they can thrive better than ever in the world of gaming.

On a related note…

SONY IS BUYING VIDEO GAME DEVELOPING COMPANY FOR $3.6 BILLION

This is very similar to the story of Microsoft and Activision. Sony is purchasing the company Bungie, developers of
game franchises “Destiny” and “Halo”. The price of the purchase is set to be $3.6 billion, a hefty price. Sony has stated

that they hope to expand Bungie’s reach to non-console games and that this is a big step forward in enhancing game experiences. The deal has
arrived not even 2 weeks after Microsoft announced their purchase of Activision, which is definitely not a coincidence. This shows the tight
competition between the two monopolies in the game console industry.

My reflection on this is that I am very curious about what Sony has in stock for Destiny 2 (a game owned by Bungie). Destiny 2 is one of my
favorite games, and I really hope Sony creates more benefit than harm to the game. I also wonder if Destiny 2 will become a Playstation (Sony
console) exclusive game. As of right now, Destiny 2 is available for both Xbox and Playstation platforms, but this might change in the future.

What these two purchases by Microsoft and Sony really show us is that the competition between them is extremely tight. They must stay on each
other’s tails and stay current with the latest gaming advancements.

That’s it for this edition of Tech Time! See you next marking period, Warriors!

Jokes
By: Nikita amar Shamara

1. What kind of poultry goes to the bathroom?
2. Why did the citrus tree go to the hospital?
3. What is the father of fruits?
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Fun Facts about…Winter
By: Sahana Aravindakshan

● The word winter comes from an old Germanic word that means “time of water” and refers to the snow.
● Snow looks white because of the way light bounces off the snow.
● Although many people think no two snowflakes are the same, scientists are not sure.
● All snowflakes have six sides.

It’s Your Debate

Should School Start Early?
By: Sahana Aravindakshan

Should Social Studies and Science be every semester, every day, or every other day?

In SGS, every semester we switch from science to social studies or vice versa. However, should it be everyday or every other day?

Every semester

If we switch every semester, it will be easier to
remember all of the information. Also,

switching every semester will be better than
switching every day because there will not be

a lot of subjects in one day.

Every day

Science and social studies are just as
important as math and english. Depending on
what career field you go on, it would be good

to have that subject all-year instead of for
only half of the year.

Every other day

Instead of having 8 classes in one
day(including electives and gym), it would be

simpler to switch from science to social
studies. This way, you have a taste of both
subjects without having too many classes

Almost 350 students participated in the survey. The results are displayed below with a slim majority of students voting for every semester.

Teachers and their WHY???
By: Jalyssa Gurwitz-Brown

Taking a look at new teachers and their WHY? about teaching. I asked a few teachers that are new to SGS
this year to tell us about themselves and why they do what they do.  I interviewed, Mrs. Bocchino, a 7th
grade Math teacher, Mrs. Makhoga, an 8th grade Math  teacher and Mrs Gill, an 8th grade Social Studies
teacher.  Here are the answers to each question that I asked during the interview to each teacher.

Mrs. Bocchino:

Mrs. Boncchino is a kind teacher who teaches 7th
grade Math Honors/Algebra. Mrs. Boncchino used to
work at a school called Allentown High School, she
worked there for a few years , and then opened a
Math Learning Center called Mathnasium in
Spotswood and was the lead teacher/ owner/ director
for the past 14 years.  She loves spending time with
her family,reading and watching movies. Her favorite
type of food is greek food and finally her favorite
color is blue.

What’s her WHY?  She enjoys finding ways to make math make sense for students

Mrs. Makhoga:

Mrs. Makhloga is a wonderful
teacher who teaches Grade 8 Math.
She  used to work at The Winston
School in Short Hills.   She likes to
go hiking with her family, loves
eating anything sweet and finally
her favorite color is the rainbow.

What’s her WHY?  Mrs. Makhloga
says she loves “getting to help kids
enjoy Math as much as I do.¨
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Mrs. Witherspoon-Gill

Mrs. Witherspoon-Gill is known as  Ms. Gill to her students.  She is an amazing teacher who teaches 8th Grade Social
Studies. She used to work at Franklin High School.  Mrs. Witherspoon-Gill says, “I love meeting all the new students in
8th Grade. I also enjoy meeting, and working with, all the new teachers and administrators at SGS Middle School¨ She
likes to read suspense novels. She loves salmon and vegetables and finally her favorite color is purple, the symbol of
royalty .

Book Reviews:

“A Wrinkle in Time” by Madeleine L'Engle's
By: Amaya Balraman

‘A Wrinkle in Time’ is part sci-fi, part dystopian but wholly enjoyable story of Meg Murry, a gawky
14-year old with thick glasses, frizzy hair and braces. Meg, a super bright kid (who can solve square roots
in her head!), has been living in a state of dejection since the mysterious disappearance of her beloved scientist dad, four years
ago. The story traces her transition from being a sullen, defiant teenager to eventually becoming a genial, self-assured one. Along
with her prodigious younger brother, Charles Wallace and her loyal friend, Calvin, she embarks on a journey in search of her father

with three celestial beings - Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which. This iconic novel won the Newbery Medal in 1962, has been translated into 35
languages and still continues to be one of the most beloved children’s novels of all time.

“The Girl Who Drank The Moon”  by Kelly Barnhill
By: Amaya Balraman

‘The Girl Who Drank the Moon’, the 2017 Newbery Medal-winning book by Kelly Barnhill is a breathtaking tale in the
dystopian-fantasy genre. Set in an imaginary town bordering a huge bog and a mysterious forest, the story’s main character is
Luna, a child who was accidentally fed moonlight as a child by the loving witch, Xan. Luna is unstoppable when she discovers
her magical powers at age thirteen much to the chagrin of Xan. Initially, Luna is delighted to use her powers to engage in many
enlivening capers involving flying goats and treehouses. But eventually, she finds her purpose and channels it to stand up
against the oppression of the self-serving Elders of the town. This is a charming tale of kindness, courage and determination
with many inherent life lessons tucked in about love and family above everything.

“Fablehaven” by Brandon Mull
By: Praharnya Shankar Karthik

Fablehaven by Brandon Mull is a fantasy story and the first book in the Fablehaven series. The book is about two siblings, Kendra and
Seth Sorenson who discover the world of magic. Kendra and Seth spend the summer on their grandparents farm in Connecticut  and
discover that their mysterious grandparents have many secrets. Creating a huge problem Kendra and Seth must save Fablehaven and their
grandparents.

“Rise of The Evening Star”   by Brandon Mull
By: Praharnya Shankar Karthik

Rise of the Evening Star is the action packed sequel to Brandonn Mull’s book Fablehaven. Rise of the Evening Star is full of betrayals and
suspense. The evil society of the Evening Star is hunting for an artifact on the magical preserve and there is a traitor at Fablehaven.
Kendra must learn to control her newfound fairy powers while keeping Fablehaven safe with her Seth and her family and friends.

“Grip of The Shadow Plague”  by Brandon Mull
By: Praharnya Shankar Karthik

Grip of the Shadow Plague is a book by Brandon Mull. Once again Kendra and Seth Sorenson must save the Fablehaven preserve. Allies can
be enemies and enemies can be allies. Kendra and Seth must be careful who they trust. As they race to find a cure to stop Fablehaven from
being destroyed they meet new friends and old ones too. Can they stop the Syphinx from destroying Fablehaven?
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Advice Column
By: JT

If you need advice and would like to ask JT please click on the link and submit your question.  JT is waiting to help
you. https://forms.gle/4ZMGhZoD8FgTouPJ6

This morning I woke up and my Dad was doing the dishes. I sat down on
the table and said good morning. Then I remembered I had to cut the
lawn. So then after complaining about how hot it was going to be and I
would have to cut it my dad got upset. He was already doing the dishes
and said I was spoiled and it was his fault. I went into my room and it
made me think, do I just play video games all day, do I do nothing all day?
What should I do? -Andrew

Dear Andrew,

I believe a lot of us have been ramping up our usage of electronics

over the past 1 or 2 years, including me. I can understand why your

dad might be frustrated. One thing I would recommend you to do is

find new ways to keep yourself entertained that do not include

electronics. Find yourself a new hobby, or develop a new skill. For

example, you can build with legos! Legos are extremely fascinating

and entertaining. You can build almost anything with them, you

just need to use your imagination! Another thing you can do,

Andrew, is learn how to make different paper airplanes. Paper

airplanes are super cool to me. There are SO many different types

of airplanes you can make, and they can fly pretty far. You can

also ask your parents/grandparents what they did when they were

your age. That might give you some inspiration! To sum it up, there

are infinite ways you can have fun without video games/electronics.

Andrew, I hope you find a way to keep yourself occupied during

these times.

Stay Safe!

JT

Hey JT, how do I find true friends? Most of my friend´s are true friends, but
some of them are just using me. I feel pretty sad, and plus when I get
bullied it makes me feel terrible, and it makes me feel like I do not belong.
If you could help me JT, I would be so grateful.  -Abby, 13.

Dear Abby,

True friends are indeed hard to find, but once you find them, they

will be extremely valuable and precious. If some of your friends are

bullying you, those people are not friends at all. Friends are people

who stay by your side and support you when you need help. I advise

you to have a conversation about how you are feeling with the

so-called “friends” who are bullying you. You can discuss with them

about how you want them to improve. This can also apply to friends

who you feel are using you. Communication is the key to finding

solutions. Just keep in mind that you are, in fact, not a terrible

person and you completely belong. Friends are supposed to make you

feel better, not the other way around. I hope you successfully

communicate the conflicts happening in your friendships, and cherish

your true friends.

Stay Safe!,

JT

Dear JT,
My teachers want everything to be in Google Classroom but it is hard for me to keep track of when assignments are due. They do not always put due
dates on items or they just use the Stream.  HELP!  - Frustrated Student

Dear Frustrated Student,

In the beginning of the academic year, I used to have this problem too. I could not keep up with the work that my teachers were giving, and

I was constantly turning in assignments late. But luckily, I found a quite simple solution for this; I started utilizing Google Keep. It is

helpful to take advantage of this amenity because it can keep track of all the assignments that you need to complete. Google Keep allows

you to add reminders and times for when you need to complete tasks, such as homework. All you need to do is go to keep.google.com, go to

“Reminders”, and add notes. You will receive reminders at the time that you have set so you can complete your work on time. Honestly,

Google Keep has helped me so much, and I’m sure it can help you too!

Stay Safe!,

JT

https://forms.gle/4ZMGhZoD8FgTouPJ6
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Poet’s Corner

The Tempest’s Roar
By: Praharnya Shankar Karthik

A  storm like a untamed behemoth
Full of rage
When at its zenith
Shall become assuaged
Thunder roars
And winds blows
Rain pours
And lightning glows
The tempest’s wrath
Will not cease
Full of brath
It will not quiesce
But still its riot
Will turn quiet

Community Life

Have you seen this guy around
school?  He is known for
popping into classes.   Do you
know what he is promoting?

He is often heard saying, “For this month’s iReady
Challenge: the WINNERS are…”

Will your name be the next one to be called?  Will you receive a
homework pass?

All you have to do is complete a minimum of 45 minutes of iReady
and pass a lesson.  Then your name will be entered into the raffle.

Thinking of expanding your career beyond being a student? Do you like to write? Do you like to research cool
topics and share the information? Are you curious about what others think on “Hot Topics”? If so then maybe
the Newspaper Club is for you!!! Are you curious??? Think about it! Reach out to either:

Mrs. Holzer @ cholzer@franklinboe.org Ms. Sloane @ ksloane@franklinboe.org

Community Life

NEWS FLASH

Every Friday wear your college or university
sweatshirt or t-shirt. Try asking your teachers about

their college or university sweatshirts and t-shirts.   If you do not want
to wear your college swag then show your school spirit by wearing your
Franklin Wear.

Join the fun…

Community Life

MARK
YOUR

CALENDARS!!!

April 8th-April 14th Scholastic Book Fair-in
person.

April 15th-April 22nd- Spring Recess

May 10-12--NJSLA  ELA
May 17-18--NJSLA  Math
May 19-20- NJSLA  Science (8th grade only)
*NJSLA- Make ups as needed-TBD

mailto:cholzer@franklinboe.org
mailto:ksloane@franklinboe.org
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Recipes
By:  Maya Pabuwal

Red velvet cookies are one of the best cookies I have ever had. They’re soft. Sweet, and perfectly chewy. The red color is
beautiful and the white chocolate chips really ties it all together. This is the recipe I used by “Cooking Classy”. This recipe
will make 22-23 servings.

Prep Cook Chill

15 minutes 10-14 minutes 1-2 hours

Ingredients
● All purpose flour. 1 ⅓ cups (189g) (scoop and level to measure.) Bleached or unbleached flour are both fine. I used unbleached but bleached spreads

just a little less and made softer cookies while unbleached flour makes slightly chewier cookies.
● Cocoa Powder. 4 tsp (6g) Don’t use dutch process cocoa powder, it’s too dark.
● Baking soda. ½ tsp. If you want the cookies to be a little puffier include 1/4 tsp baking powder along with the baking soda.
● Salt. ¼ tsp (heaping) Table salt is fine
● Unsalted butter. ½ cup, softened. If you only have salted butter on hand you can use that too. Just add 1/8 tsp salt to the recipe.
● Granulated sugar (½ cup (100g))and brown sugar packed(¼ cup(55g)). The combo makes the cookies perfectly sweet and the brown sugar helps

make the cookies softer.
● Egg. 1 large. This helps bind the ingredients and also makes for a softer cookie.
● Red food coloring. 2 tsp of liquid food coloring, or 1 ½ tsp gel red food coloring. I have made these with both gel and liquid food coloring. Gel seems

to work just a little better since it’s not as liquidy but it is harder to find at most grocery stores so I’ve included options for both. You can try beet
powder or a natural gel color but keep in mind the color won’t be as vibrant.

● Vanilla extract. 1 ½ tsp You can also use vanilla bean paste.
● Vinegar. 1 tsp. Just plain white vinegar is fine (quite like a classic red velvet cake) but I’ve also used lemon juice and it works well too. It just boosts the

flavor a little.
● White chocolate chips. 1 cup, divided. I like the pretty contrast of the white chocolate chips but semi-sweet or even milk chocolate chips will work well

too for richer chocolate flavor. I also don’t like white chocolate, but the cookie was still amazing.

Jokes (answers)
By: Nikita amar Shamara

1. CHICKpeas
2. Lemon-aid

3. PAPAya
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